
  

 

 
CTI-TC Working Session 

 

Meeting Date: March 6, 2018 
Time: 3:00 p.m. EDT 

Purpose: Weekly CTI-TC Weekly Working Call 

Attendees: 

Sarah Kelley  
John Wunder  

Chris Ricard 
Gary Katz 

Mark Davidson - Moderator 
Rich Piazza 
 

Ivan Kirillov 
John-Mark Gurney 

Allan Thomson 
Efrain Ortiz 

Drew Varner 
Christian Hunt 

Emmanuelle Vargas-Gonzalez 
Jason Keirstead 

Bret Jordan 
Philip Royer 

Jane Ginn – Recorder 
 
 

 
Agenda: 

• Articulate and re-affirm the goals for STIX/TAXII 2.1 

• Clearly identify the tradeoffs identified through goal implementation and discuss them constructively 

• Consider a proposed solution for moving forward 

• Arrive at a concrete proposal that we can use for the duration of STIX/TAXII 2.1 development 

Meeting Notes: 
 Mark Davidson 
  We’ve been trying to up our game with improving our processes in moving 
  Things forward – I want to put the goals on the screen to get everyone on 
   Same page – Goals do compete in certain ways 
  Let’s start off by getting some agreement on what goals take precedence 

   
 

Bret  
 Made point about avoiding backward breaking changes 

Trey 
 The origins of this conversation were that we talked about Patterning 
  At F2F - and getting it in step with other updates 
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Allan 
 We need to focus on Specific Use Cases – Key Market Use Cases 

  Whether adopted by market, we cannot control 
 

 Made points about key goals and sub-goals 
Jason 
 I am interested in broad marketplace adoption – but, I’m more interested 
  In the interchange in the market – the way worded now 
  The goals are in conflict 
Mark 
 So, you are hitting on the Scope/Timeline interchange 
Jason 
 To me D. and A. are in conflict are with each other 
Mark 
 I think that is true in the discussions in the committee, too. 
 [Made some changes in the text to address Jason’s concern] 
Trey 
 The overarching goal for STIX2 & TAXII2 is to increase the overall security of institutions 

- The TC works at a pace – Attackers move faster 
- If our goal is not just interoperability – Overarching goal – make world safer 

We need to be able to iterate at a pace that approximates the pace of the attackers 
Bret 
 [Made the point about the operations of exchanging the data] 
Mark 

 [Working on the screen with some suggested wording changes] 
 [Discussion on the wording of the goal statement] 

Trey 
 We learned some lessons from 2.0 – We are trying to move forward 
  With 2.1 in a way to avoid these same issues 
Mark 
 [Made more updates] 

Drew 
 We don’t want to lose the point Trey was making 

Allan 
 This TC is about writing technical specifications that contribute 
  To better defense – or contributes to improved security of products 
 I think that is in the spirit of what Drew was suggesting 
Drew 
 I just wanted to make sure that Trey’s idea does not get lost  
Trey 
 We operate under a shared assumption, or perhaps delusion, that 
  What we are doing will affect how well we are able to  
  Defend against the way that attackers attack 
Allan 
 We have to focus on the products  
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Trey 
 To the extent that our incentives are aligned, we can find commonality 

Mark 
 As written, do you like this?   

 
Bret 
 I think we are getting off point – What we are trying to do here 
  Is make sure that we avoid backward breaking changes 
 [Gave an example on his discussion with NIST yesterday] 
 Having an extension process is a good idea – to help implementations 
Mark 
 [Pointed us back to the document] 
 What I personally observed – some people wanted broad adoption - quick 
  Others wanted details worked through 
 [Scrolled through his plan] 
Bret 
 Every year we find that nothing gets done from the first of Nov. 
Alan 
 Referenced the new process for a 6-month window – take feature 
  Out of the CSD – Definition of “done” is that it has to be 
  Proved out with code 
 I don’t think they are in conflict if we adopt the new process 
Mark 
 Referenced back to the ‘version numbers’ on CSDs – Noted that TC split 

- I want to make sure that drafts can be in sync 
Trey 

 Part of this discussion has been around ‘Optics’… what if we produce 2.1 
  That does not have a certain feature 

- Take example of malware  
We don’t want the people that have put their hard  work and time in to  
 Feel like their time does not matter 

Allan 
 I want to make sure that everyone understands how companies 

  Develop their products – Companies don’t develop until 
  Spec is done 
Mark 
 [Went through some definitions of ‘Agile’ development] 
Jason 
 I was going to comment on what Allan was saying – I agree, but the caveat 
  If we do that for 2.2 – Let’s finish 2.1 out with draft features 
Bret 
 I’ve been beating a drum about this since the F2F 
  [Described how companies track changes between spec versions] 
 [Disagreed with point Allan made about incremental development – gave IETF] 
Mark 
 Would it be fair to focus on “text complete” Bret?  
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Bret 
 Yes, I think it would – Disagreements on Slack or email… it is outside of that  

  Where we don’t agree 
Sarah 

 At F2F we talked about adding a version number – like we did with Bundle 
 Why don’t we do this for every CSD draft ….. let’s use that field…. 
Trey 
 Leading up to the F2F at which this process was presented – we had first 
  PlugFest – We uncovered some interop issues 

- Some came down to the spec…. some could have been coding errors 
I think we are in agreement that we want to avoid backward breaking 
Trying to shoehorn this process in now…. It is not responsive to the threat landscape 
 Maybe that is a goal we set for 2.2 

John-Mark 
 I’m concerned about adding support for interim draft versions  
  This data is ephemeral…. In our drafts… we may have a version  
   Explosion – it could cause all kinds of issues 
Jason 
 I agree with John-Mark’s concern – That is why I agree with using Extensions 

- I am much more concerned about market adoption 
Bret 
 I originally proposed the idea of the suffix for versions – Community was split 
Sarah 
 Extensions could create a different kind of conflict with other Interop issues 

Mark 
 How do we enable rapid implementation of features that are already text complete 

  Without committing ourselves to untested text? 
Allan 
 I’m trying to summarize two camps: 

- Camp 1 – wants 2.1 without this process 
- Camp 2 - ? 

I hear people are generally in favor of the extension process…. Is conflict with 2.1 or 2.2 
John-Mark 

 I haven’t looked that closely at the proposed Extension process…  
  [Gave an example of his understanding] 
Mark 
 I think we want rapid implementation with text-complete 

- One solution – use version number on individual STIX objects 
- Another – use version number in MIME Type 

Allan 
 We’ve already agreed on MIME type 
Ivan 
 [Clarified his understanding] 
Allan 
 Until it is a CS, it is not an officially adopted version 
Jason 
 There are a host of problems that have been raised on email list and on Slack 
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Trey 
 I was in the camp that TAXII should be tightly coupled with STIX – then I shifted 

 Now it seems like we are shifting back the other way 
Mark 

 In terms of wrapping up the call  
  We have a better understanding of what the issues are 
  I’ll send this mark-up out to the list 
 At some point – we have to pick an option 
  We have to move forward with releasing specifications 
Bret 
 To this point – as Jason has suggested, we use the Extension process 
  That process could prove to work 
   Inside and outside of TAXII 
 It also enables organizations, like NIST, here is how you use it 
Mark 
 I think the major concern is not about the mechanism itself…. Is how complete it is 
Bret 
 [Explained how it could work] 
Mark 
 Should be do a Staw Poll? 
Trey 
 Now that people are dropping off… we should summarize call to the list – 
  Then ask for feedback 
Bret 

 I was just referring to using a suffix – in chat 
Allan 

 Can you do 1 & 4?  Why exclusive 
Mark 
 I’d like to get to a focusing question – a set of options and move forward 

 
Mark 
 My action item is to go out to the list and get feedback – We have to pick one. 

********************************************************************  
Meeting Terminated 

  


